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2015 ASA Annual Meeting Update
Online Paper Submission System for 2015 Annual Meeting Now
Open. Members may submit papers to the regular session topics, Section
paper sessions and Section roundtables, and open refereed roundtables.
Proposals for posters and discussion topics for Informal Discussion
Roundtables may also be submitted. Authors are advised to read the
submission criteria and review the program components posted in the
Online Call before attempting to submit papers. All submissions must be
made using the online submission systemâ€”no papers may be sent directly
to a Session Organizer. Members need their ASA ID and password to log
into the submission site. The deadline for all submissions is January 7, 2015, at
3:00 p.m. EST.
Take a peek at what is on deck for the program of the Annual
Meeting. View the roster of Program Committee-sponsored Invited
Sessions, which include Plenary Sessions, Presidential Panels, Thematic and
Special Sessions.
Space for Other Groups and Member-Sponsored Meetings. Available
meeting space in Chicago is limited. February 26, 2015, is the deadline for
requesting evening space during the 2015 Annual Meeting for activities
sponsored by members and/or organizations of interest to sociologists. A
formal letter of request with signature (not an e-mail message) is required to
apply for access to meeting space. Please read Space for Other Activities
before mailing or faxing your request.

Support the Association with an End-of-Year
Contribution

ASA members are invited and encouraged to make an end-of-year donation
to ASA's special programs and funds. Contributions received by December
31 are tax-deductible and will be acknowledged in a letter or in a future
issue of Footnotes. Visit the online contributions page for a list of these funds
and programs. (Use your user name and password to log in.)

Deadline for Applications for Editorship of
Sociological Theory Extended

The Committee on Publications has extended the deadline for applications
for the next editor of Sociological Theory until January 15, 2015. The official
terms for the new editors (or co-editors) will commence in January 2016
(the editorial transition is anticipated for summer 2015) and is for a minimum
of three years (until December 2018), with a possible reappointment of up to
an additional two years.
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Again?
Findings from the latest wave of the Bachelors and Beyond series show
general satisfaction sociology as a major and suggest ways to increase this
satisfaction. Read the new brief.

Census Bureau Seeks Comments on Race and
Hispanic Origin Question

Recently the U.S. Census Bureau announced plans to conduct mid-decade
testing on the content for the 2020 Census as part of a 2015 National
Content Test. Successful research strategies from its 2010 Census
Alternative Questionnaire Experiment are being tested in the 2015 National
Content Test, with a focus on question format, response categories, wording
of the instructions, and question terminology. Provide feedback here.

For Members Only
JPASS is Your Personal Access to Journals on
JSTOR

ASA members can purchase access to JSTOR's JPASS program for only $99
per year (a 50% discount off the regular $199 price). JPASS includes more
than 1,500 participating scholarly journals (including all ASA journals. Log in
to the member portal and click on the JPASS link under "Benefits."

ASA Opportunities in Retirement Network
Launches Web Presence

The ASA Opportunities in Retirement Network (ASA-ORN) has launched a
new web portal to provide a single easy-access point for complete
information about the network. This convenient hub showcases ORN-
sponsored programs, activities, and plans for future development.

Hot Off the Press: Journal Highlights
Formal Rights and Informal Privileges for Same-Sex Couples: Evidence from a
National Survey Experiment by Long Doan, Annalise Loehr, and Lisa R. Miller
(American Sociological Review, December 2014)
Molly Deaths and the Failed War on Drugs by Tammy L. Anderson (Contexts,
Fall 2014)
Gender, Job Authority, and Depression by Tetyana Pudrovska and Amelia
Karraker (Journal of Health and Social Behavior, December 2014)
Control in the Face of Uncertainty: Is Job Insecurity a Challenge to the
Mental Health Benefits of Control Beliefs? by Paul Glavin and Scott Schieman
(Social Psychology Quarterly , December 2014)

Visit the journals homepage for centralized information on all ASA journals,
including how to subscribe or purchase a single article, submit a manuscript, or
view recently featured articles.
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